
KS3 OVERVIEW

What kind of learning will
be set?

How should I
complete/submit my
home learning?

How will I receive
feedback on my home
learning?

One of the following types
of task may be set:

Vocabulary learning
Grammar Exercises
Translation Exercises
Online Tasks via
Activelearn/Seneca/
Linguascope
Preparation for speaking
assessments, for example
learning a presentation or
recording a speech.
Cultural research

Online tasks should be
submitted online. Seneca
and Activlearn will provide
automatic feedback.

Learning homeworks -
vocabulary learning or
preparation for speaking
assessments do not need
a formal submission as
these will be assessed
during the lesson

All other tasks should be
handed into your class
teacher in your exercise
book or on Google
classroom as directed by
teacher.

Autogenerated based on
answers for online learning

Vocab tests will be marked
in lessons and feedback
received. Follow up
activities may be set based
on outcome. Speaking
presentations will receive a
written feedback sheet

All other tasks will be self,
peer or teacher assessed
depending on the nature of
the task.

KS4 OVERVIEW

What kind of learning will
be set?

How should I
complete/submit my
home learning?

How will I receive
feedback on my home
learning?

One of the following types
of task may be set:

Exam practice and past
papers
Vocabulary learning
Grammar Exercises
Students presenting
grammar points
Translation Exercises
Online Tasks via

Online tasks should be
submitted online. Seneca
and Activlearn will provide
automatic feedback.

Learning homeworks -
vocabulary learning or
preparation for speaking
assessments do not need
a formal submission as
these will be assessed

Autogenerated based on
answers for online learning

Vocab tests will be marked
in lessons and feedback
received. Follow up
activities may be set based
on outcome. Speaking
presentations will receive a

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1vRyHJh_aJSzsTgHVEhM3rTTUCRGArEswbG64pobnoqc/edit#heading=h.gjdgxs


Activelearn/Seneca/
Linguascope
Preparation for speaking
assessments, for example
learning a presentation or
recording a speech.
Cultural research

during the lesson

All other tasks should be
handed into your class
teacher in your exercise
book or on Google
classroom as directed by
teacher.

written feedback sheet

All other tasks will be self,
peer or teacher assessed
depending on the nature of
the task.

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1vRyHJh_aJSzsTgHVEhM3rTTUCRGArEswbG64pobnoqc/edit#heading=h.gjdgxs

